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ZETA
About

• Zero Effort & Thoughtful Assignment is my try-out version of TNC 2.x application

• Pretending to be an architect from A – Z

• Reflecting TNC 2.x application in 2017

• Seeking for improvements

• And having fun
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ZETA
Insider
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• Three-tier architecture

• MVVM architectural pattern

• TNC 2.x – 2017 architecture 

• What’s going wrong?

TNC 2.x - 2017

• Domain-Driven Design

• The Clean Architecture

• Onion architectural pattern

• TNC to ZETA

Architectural 
improvements

• .NET standard vs Portable Class Library (PCL)

• Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) – Logging, Localization, Profiling

• Resilient network services

• Logging with NLog

• Localization with resources

Technical in-depth 
improvements

• Unit testing – xUnit

• Analyze code coverage

• Live unit testing

Quality – testing 
improvements

• Android applicationShowcase
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ZETA
Inspiration
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TNC 2.x

2017
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Three-tier architecture
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Presentation Layer

Business Logic Layer

Data Access Layer

Data 

Source

All dependencies go to 

the database

Core of the app

*Fits to database-oriented application

Control

Query
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Three-tier architecture
Advantages

• Maintainability Each tier is independent of the other tiers, updates or changes can be 

carried out without affecting the application. It also gives you the ability to update the 

technology stack of one tier, without impacting other areas of the application.

• Flexibility Each tier can be managed or scaled independently; flexibility is increased. 

It also allows for different development teams/members to each work on their own 

areas of expertise.

• Availability Applications can exploit the modular architecture of enabling systems 

using easily scalable components, which increases availability.
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Three-tier architecture
Disadvantages

• Scalability Applications running on the three-tier architecture are typically unable to scale specific pieces of the 

application independently because the entire application is coupled together. 

• Agility Even if application functionality is distributed in a modular fashion, a change to any module requires 

rebuilding and testing the entire application. This harms the agility of development process heavily, especially 

for application required to roll out incremental improvements quickly.

• Complexity Usually more effort should be enforced when creating 3-tier applications as the communication 

points are increased, Presentation Layer can only talk to top-most underneath layer (Business Logic Layer) 

instead of directly to Data Access Layer.

• Mismatch between logical & physical dependency The physical dependency points toward database where as 

this is unreasonable. Business logic should be the center of application as database is designed on the needs 

of this layer.
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TNC 2.x – 2017
Architecture
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Presentation Layer

Business Logic Layer

Data Access Layer

Data 

Source

• Android/iOS views

• ViewModels

• State machines

• Containers

• Services/Helpers

• Cross-cutting concerns

• Http client 

(Restful, SOAP)

• MQTT client

• SIP client

• PubNub client

• Local storage 

client

• VDS

• PubNub

• Local storage

• AlloCloud

• APNS/GCM

• Azure

TNC.HomeControl.Core

TNC.HomeControl.iOS

TNC.HomeControl.Android
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TNC 2.x – 2017
Architecture (cont.)
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Core

Platform

Droid shared

AndroidiOS Touch

App

Core

Touch

Core

Core

3rd party

HockeyApp

MvvmCross

Google

Analytics

Analytics

NLog

Logging

amsip

SIP

External dependencies

1Core 2Box

Azure

Allocloud
Local 

storage

VDS

Simulator
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TNC 2.x – 2017
What’s going wrong?
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TNC.HomeControl.Core – Huge beast
I do everything
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MVVMCross – Stranger rules
I involve in everything
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TNC.HomeControl.iOS/Android/Touch – Platform influence
I affect core decision
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Troubleshooting – Unreliability
I may provide information you need, sometimes
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Code quality – Out of control
I have no idea how qualified my code is
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• There are approximately 5000 warnings by scanning solution using FxCop

• Maintainability index and cyclomatic complexity is not good

• Code coverage is ~10% (only for Core)

• Static code analysis tool is not fully used during development and reviewing

• Crucible review is convenient but hiding the context and dependency
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ZETA vision

2018
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Architecture improvements
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Domain-Driven Design (DDD)

Domain-driven design (DDD) is an approach to 

software development for complex needs by 

connecting the implementation to an evolving model. 

The premise of domain-driven design is the following:

Placing the project's primary focus on the core domain and 

domain logic;

Basing complex designs on a model of the domain;

Initiating a creative collaboration between technical and 

domain experts to iteratively refine a conceptual model that 

addresses particular domain problems.
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Domain-Driven Design
Why

In software development, the domain driven design approach is used for complex needs, 

connecting the implementation to an evolving model of the core business concepts. It puts the 

focus on the problem domain and basically helps identify the architecture and inform about the 

mechanics that the software needs to replicate.

• Business necessities oriented: DDD establishes the models that reflect how the business operates, 

instead of how the software operates

• Common set of terms and definitions: the same ubiquitous language is shared between team members 

as well as parties

• Agility: DDD provides the ability to adapt quickly with the evolvement of business

• Better code structure: your code base becomes more readable and clearer with the separation of 

domain logics and software operations
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Domain-Driven Design
How

Concepts of the model include:

• Context: The setting in which a word or statement appears that determines its meaning;

• Domain: A sphere of knowledge (ontology), influence, or activity. The subject area to which the 

user applies a program is the domain of the software;

• Model: A system of abstractions that describes selected aspects of a domain and can be used to 

solve problems related to that domain;

• Ubiquitous Language: A language structured around the domain model and used by all team 

members to connect all the activities of the team with the software.

By determining the concepts above, the domain models and/or domain services can be created 

and become the core of system.
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Domain-Driven Design
What

Refer to next sections “The Clean Architecture” and “Onion architectural pattern”
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Domain-Driven Design
Disadvantages

• A system based on Domain Driven Design can come at a relatively high cost.

• Not suitable for small project

• Require team with decent level in OOP and software engineering

• Require a domain expert
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Domain-Driven Design
Example
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The Clean Architecture
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The Clean Architecture - Robert C. Martin (Uncle Bob)

Dependency – Outside in
Source code dependency only points inwards

Abstraction – Outside in
As moving inwards the level of abstraction increases

Implementation – Inside out
The outermost circle is low level concrete detail
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The Clean Architecture
(cont.)

• Entities encapsulate Enterprise-wide business rules. They are the least likely to change when something 

external changes. For example, you would not expect these objects to be affected by a change to page 

navigation, or security.

• Use cases contain application specific business rules. It encapsulates and implements all of the use cases of 

the system. We do not expect changes in this layer to affect the entities. We also do not expect this layer to be 

affected by changes to externalities such as the database, the UI, or any of the common frameworks.

• Interface adapters convert data from the format most convenient for the use cases and entities, to the format 

most convenient for some external agency such as the Database or the Web.

• Frameworks and drivers are places where all details go. This layer is also the point of using various 

technologies and external libraries.
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The Clean Architecture
Invert of Control (IoC)

• The source code dependency always points inwards. However, inner layer like Use 

Cases also needs to control outer ones for example to update user interface. This 

contradiction is solved by using “Invert of Control” which allows inner layer to control 

outers without setting up dependencies.

• A popular aspect of “Invert of Control” which can be used is “Dependency Injection”.
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The Clean Architecture
Advantages

• Use case oriented: Use cases are clearly visible in the project structure as a separate layer. 

This means that core concerns (business logic) of application is highly accessible, for 

developing, testing and reviewing.

• Testable: The dependency rule helps us to write tests to cover the most important parts e.g. 

Entities and Use cases without bothering all the details and frameworks of  outer layers.

• Plays well with DDD: nature of The Clean Architecture

• Flexible: It is easy to switch or update the framework or drivers without changing the core 

concerns.
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The Clean Architecture
Disadvantages

• Learning curve It is harder to grasp than other styles of architecture, considering the 

point that people need solid knowledge on OOP and software engineering

• Many interfaces There will be a lot more interfaces than others

• Heavy The code base is relatively heavy because of many interfaces and classes
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The Onion Architecture

31

Domain Model
The state and behavior which models truth for organization

Domain Services
Provide interfaces to the most basic need of retrieving and storing domain models

Application Services
Provide interfaces to the application need (aka use cases) of manipulating domain 

models

User interface, Tests, Infrastructure
Provide implementation to inner layers

The Onion Architecture – Jeffrey Palermo
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The Onion Architecture

• Derived from The Clean Architecture

• Strongly driven by Domain-Driven Design

• Relies heavily on Dependency Injection

• Greatly support Separate of Concerns

• Be complicated
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The Onion Architecture
In the context of TNC application

• TNC application is considered as an application where the business domain complexity is 

relatively high comparing to substantial technical complexity. The business domain is also 

evolving along with the development of DragonBridge and other parties.

• This project requires closely collaboration between application development team and domain 

experts.

• There is a strong and strict relationship between the business logic of TNC application and 

external domain.
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The Onion Architecture
TNC Application Core

The following areas belong to Application Core:

• Devices, including their attributes (properties, parameters) and behaviors (control 

device)

• Energy modules, including their attributes (properties, parameters) and behaviors 

(calculation)

• DragonBridge and related configurations (account, profile, system event, notifications)

• All state machines represent the required setting up to external domain such as Access 

subscription, Notification subscription…
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The Onion Architecture
TNC Infrastructure

The following areas do not belong to Application Core:

• User interface and animation, with the heavy part of Dashboard and Control

• Access feature: push notification, MJPEG stream view, SIP configuration, call setup

• Communication stack including HTTP, MQTT, PubNub

• Cross cutting concerns such as Logging, Localization, Caching…
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TNC to ZETA
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ZETA Infrastructure

ZETA Application

Application.Interfaces Application.Models

ZETA Domain

Domain.Interfaces Domain.Models

Infra.DataAccessInfra.BusinessInfra.Presentation

Cross-cutting concerns 

Infrastructure

Cache

Analytics/Instrument

Localization

States

ZETA Platform

AndroidiOS Touch

Droid

Common

Logging

inject inject

Configuration

ZETA Tests
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TNC to ZETA
(cont.)
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TNC to ZETA
(cont.)
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ZETA
Domains
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Zeta
Application
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Zeta
Infra & Data
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Zeta
Infra & Business
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Zeta
Infra & Presentation
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Technical in-depth improvements
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.NET Standard 2.0
Making sense of .NET again
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.NET Standard over PCL
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• .NET Standard is the next evolution of Portable Class Libraries

• More Nuget packages supported

• Amazing project file format (.csproj)

• More and more supported APIs come in hand
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AOP
Terms

• Concern is a particular set of information that has an effect on the code of a 

computer program. A concern can be as general as the details of database 

interaction or as specific as performing a primitive calculation.

• Cross-cutting concerns are parts of a program that rely on or must affect many other 

parts of the system. They are often the secondary requirements which are shared 

commonly across software.

• Separation of concerns is a design principle for separating a computer program into 

distinct sections, such that each section addresses a separate concern.
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Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP)

• In computing, aspect-oriented programming (AOP) is a programming paradigm that aims to 

increase modularity by allowing the separation of cross-cutting concerns. It does so by adding 

additional behavior to existing code (an advice) without modifying the code itself, instead 

separately specifying which code is modified via a "pointcut" specification, such as "log all function 

calls when the function's name begins with 'set'". This allows behaviors that are not central to the 

business logic (such as logging) to be added to a program without cluttering the code, core to the 

functionality. AOP forms a basis for aspect-oriented software development.

• Advice This is the additional code that you want to apply to your existing model.

• Point-cut This is the term given to the point of execution in the application at which cross-cutting 

concern needs to be applied.

• Aspect The combination of the point-cut and the advice is termed an aspect.
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AOP
Why

• Since OOP has been introduced, it entered the mainstream of software development, allowing 

developers to visualize complex system by group of entities and their interactions. However, 

OOP is essentially static making a change in requirements can have a profound impact on 

development timelines.

• AOP complements OOP by allowing the developer to dynamically modify the static OO model 

to create a system that can grow to meet new requirements.

• With AOP, developers are able to decorate existing OO model by extended behavior on the 

fly.

• AOP increase the modularity of system, by leaving the cross-cutting concerns away from core 

concerns, helping developers to focus on the main business.
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AOP
How

• Decorators Put the aspect to additional implementation of existing interface, which calls the original implementation after 

decorated aspect.

• Pros: No framework required, easy to implement.

• Cons: Only work with interface level, only one aspect per interface, require to re-create aspect per interface .

• Dynamic proxy A class generated at runtime that can be used to wrap an object to apply some aspects to it.

• Pros: Work with class level, can apply one aspect to many classes.

• Cons: Aspects are generated at runtime which affects performance, especially for high-frequency aspect like logging.

• Compile-time weaving A post-compilation process adds extra IL code inside the compiled assemblies for the aspects.

• Pros: All of dynamic proxy without performance decrease.

• Cons: Cannot control what is added after code gets compiled.

With good framework supported, compile-time weaving is the choice.
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https://sourcemaking.com/design_patterns/decorator
http://www.castleproject.org/projects/dynamicproxy/
https://medium.com/@heytherewill/net-il-weaving-for-those-who-know-nothing-about-net-il-weaving-c0f7e461ef47
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AOP
What
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• AOP in C# can be done using supported framework like PostSharp (paid) or Fody 

(free)

• Aspects are represented as custom attributes
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AOP
PostSharp
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AOP
Fody
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AOP in ZETA

The following aspects can be effectively used in ZETA:

• Logging Provide the easiest way to log the entry, exit and exception of method without disturbing the core execution and formalize the logging standard.

• Authentication Make sure that the credentials are valid in shared preferences before calling to external dependencies.

• Connectivity Check the network status before calling API

• Caching Store the result in memory or local storage for better user experience

• Notified Raise property changed event

• Command Create ICommand to method

• Localizable Get the localized string by key

• Exception-free Try catch finally pattern

• Timeout Specify timeout for particular method

• Value range Specify the min and max value for property e.g. Brightness 
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Resilient network services
ModernHttpClient

• On the Xamarin stack, by default, Mono (and therefore Xamarin) uses the Mono networking 

stack. This works, but Apple and Google have spent a lot of time optimizing the networking 

stack on their respective platforms, and when we use HttpClient we're bypassing those 

optimizations completely.

• ModernHttpClient brings the latest platform-specific networking libraries to Xamarin 

applications via a custom HttpClient handler. This uses two native libraries:

• iOS: NSURLSession

• Android: OkHttp

• By using ModernHttpClient, HTTP call goes drastically faster and much more stable. 
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https://github.com/paulcbetts/ModernHttpClient
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Resilient network services
Refit – Ease of accessing Restful services

56

Refit allows us to define an interface that describes the API that we're calling, and the 

Refit framework handles making the call to the service and deserializing the return.

https://github.com/paulcbetts/refit
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Resilient network services
Fusillade – Efficient and responsive

• Auto-deduplication of relevant requests If application requests the same resource, e.g. polling, Fusillade will only do one 

request and give the result to every instance. All GET, HEAD, and OPTIONS requests are deduplicated.

• Request limiting Requests are always dispatched 4 at a time (the Volley default) - issue lots of requests without 

overwhelming the network connection.

• Request prioritization Background requests should run at a lower priority than requests initiated by the user, but actually 

implementing this is quite difficult. With a few changes to your app, you can hint to Fusillade which requests should skip to

the front of the queue.

• Speculative requests On page load, many apps will try to speculatively cache data (i.e. try to pre-download data that the user 

might click on). Marking requests as speculative will allow requests until a certain data limit is reached, then cancel future 

requests (i.e. "Keep downloading data in the background until we've got 5MB of cached data")

• Offline support Fusillade can optionally cache responses that it sees, then play them back to you when your app is offline (or 

you just want to speed up your app by fetching cached data)
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https://github.com/paulcbetts/Fusillade
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Resilient network services
Polly – Error handler

• Polly is a .NET resilience and transient-fault-handling library that allows developers to 

express policies such as Retry, Circuit Breaker, Timeout, Bulkhead Isolation, and 

Fallback in a fluent and thread-safe manner.

• Polly is one of the most useful libraries I have been using for a while.

• Polly works well not only for exception but also error/fault situation.

• Polly is not only used in network services but also application-wide functions.
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https://github.com/App-vNext/Polly
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Polly
Policies

59

Policy Premise Aka Mitigate

Retry
Many faults are transient and may self-correct after a short 

delay.
"Maybe it's just a blip" Allows configuring automatic retries.

Circuit-breaker

When a system is seriously struggling, failing fast is better than 

making users/callers wait.

Protecting a faulting system from overload can help it recover.

"Stop doing it if it hurts"

"Give that system a break"

Breaks the circuit (blocks executions) for a period, 

when faults exceed some pre-configured threshold.

Timeout Beyond a certain wait, a success result is unlikely. "Don't wait forever"
Guarantees the caller won't have to wait beyond the 

timeout.

Bulkhead 

isolation

When a process faults, multiple failing calls backing up can 

easily swamp resource (e.g. threads/CPU) in a host.

A faulting downstream system can also cause 'backed-up' failing 

calls upstream.

"One fault shouldn't sink 

the whole ship"

Constrains the governed actions to a fixed-size 

resource pool, isolating their potential to affect 

others.

Cache Some proportion of requests may be similar.
"You've asked that one 

before"

Provides a response from cache if known.

Stores responses automatically in cache, when first 

retrieved.

Fallback Things will still fail - plan what you will do when that happens. "Degrade gracefully"
Defines an alternative value to be returned (or 

action to be executed) on failure.

Policy wrapper
Different faults require different strategies; resilience means 

using a combination.
"Defense in depth"

Allows any of the above policies to be combined 

flexibly.
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Polly
Retry
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flow chart Class Model

«FC_Begin» Begin

Execute

«FC_Decision»

Successful? «FC_End» End

«FC_Decision»

Max retries?

Increase retries

Wait

YES

YES

NO

NO
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Polly
Circuit-breaker
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stm Class Model

Open

do / Fail fast all operations

do / Start delay timer

Close

Half Open

FAILURE THRESHOLD REACHED

SUCCEEDEDDELAYED

FAILED
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Polly
Timeout
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Polly
Fallback
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Logging with NLog
Daily archive

• Current archive strategy of TNC application is only based on size as following:

• Archive log file once it reaches 1MB

• Keep maximum 10 files (10MB)

• On DEBUG logging, keep maximum 100 files (100MB)

This makes the troubleshooting unpredictable, since developer doesn’t know whether logging of issue has been passed or not.

• New archive strategy is proposed as following:

• Archive log file everyday

• Archive log file once it reaches 1MB

• Keep maximum 10 days

This helps developer to say exactly whether logging of issue is still persisted aka issue has been occurred in the last 10 days.

Notes: with this change, email function should be changed in such the way that only last 10 files are sent (maximum attachment size).
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Logging with NLog
Standard & Convention

• It’s very important to follow standard and convention for logging since this brings the same 

view of analysis for every developer, similarly to coding, which can be referred here and here.

• Some of logging drawbacks in TNC 2.x:

• Repeated logging or exceptions

• Too long log message

• Missing context of log message

• Use incorrect log level

• Include improper data
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https://wiki.base22.com/btg/java-logging-standards-and-guidelines-2361.html
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Logging_Cheat_Sheet
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Localization with resources
Don’t reinvent the wheel

• Currently, TNC application is using *.properties file for localized resource. Hence, developer 

needs to read these files using custom code.

• However, in .NET world, resources, either localized or not, should be handled as resource file 

(*.resx). Built-in APIs of .NET provide many means to access these files, including localized 

versions. Besides, resx files are compiled along with the application, which is completely type-

safe. Developer can determine the missing key at compile-time instead of run-time.

Notes: “webtranslateit” website doesn’t support to export resx file. However, .NET provides 

the command line tool to convert *.properties to *.resx.
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Quality – testing improvements
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Unit testing – xUnit

• xUnit.net is a free, open source, community-focused unit testing tool for the .NET 

Framework. Written by the original inventor of NUnit v2, xUnit.net is the latest 

technology for unit testing C#, F#, VB.NET and other .NET languages. xUnit.net 

works with ReSharper, CodeRush, TestDriven.NET and Xamarin. It is part of the 

.NET Foundation, and operates under their code of conduct. It is licensed under 

Apache 2 (an OSI approved license).

• xUnit has better update loop than other frameworks (including NUnit).
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Analyze code coverage
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Live unit testing
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